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The Rational Defect of a Plane Domain
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Let K be a compact subset of the plane, C, such that C\K has only a finite
number of components, 0 0 , 0 1 , ...• On; 0 0 being the unbounded one.
Choose Zi E 0; , for i ~~ 1,2,... , II. A theorem of Walsh [4] states that if u is a
continuous real valued function on K which is harmonic on the interior of K
and if E > 0 is given, then there is a rational function!, which is holomorphic
on K, and real numbers 'XI , ...• x". such that

Iu(z) - Ref(z) - I eXi log Iz - Z; II < E,

't c= 1

for all Z E K. Walsh points out that sometimes the logarithmic terms can be
dispensed with (as is the case when K~·c {z E C: I z I = I}), while in other
cases they cannot (as is the case when K = {z E C: ~. < I Z I < l}). The
precise determination of which logarithmic terms are necessary was first
given in [I]; another proof was given by Glicksberg [2]. The result can be
stated as follows: let Lo , L1 , .... L" be the components of the closure of
C\K, L o being the unbounded one. choose Zi from the interior of Li for
i 1'00" k. Then if II is a continuous real valued function on K that is
harmonic on the interior of K and if E > 0 is given, there is a rational func
tion fthat is holomorphic on K, and real numbers :X1 , ... , CI." such that

I u(z) - Ref(z) - I:Xi log I z - Zi II < E.

1--,1

for all Z E K.
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Both of the proofs of this result cited above are quite long and involved.
They use ideas and techniques from the theory of uniform algebras. The
purpose of this note is to give a proof of this theorem which uses only classical
results on conformal mappings.

The fact that the number k described above is the least possible was essen
tially observed by Walsh [4]. In fact, for each i, I i k there is a system
r j of simple closed curves in the interior of K, such that the winding number
of r,about each point of L j is I and around each point of L, , for) i, is O.
Now iff is a rational function that is kolomorphic on K then the change in
the harmonic conjugate of Ref(z) LJ' I'; log I z z, around r is O.
of log I z z, around T, is 27T. It follows that log z z, cannot be
uniformly approximated on K by functions of the form Re f(z)

L#I e'i log I z - ZJ ,.

Before proceeding to the proof we need a few more definitions. A bounded
open connected set DC:C is called a ring domain if the boundary or D
consists of two disjoint continua. For such a domain D there is a unique real
number r, 0 < r < I, such that D is conformally equivalent to LI,
{z E iC: r I z I < I}. The modulus of D is defined to be m(D) log(l,r).
If D] , D 2 are ring domains and D] C D2 and D] separates the bounding con
tinua of D 2 , then m(D]) m(D2 ). See Tsuji [3, pp. 96-100] for a discussion
of ring domains. For any compact set L C iC, let A(L) be the set of functions
continuous on Land holomorphic on the interior of L. The following lemma
is, no doubt, well known.

LEMMA. Ll.'t D bl.' a bounded open SI.'1 whose boundary is the di~joint union
of two simple closed rectifiable curves. Suppose that 0 lies in the hounded
component of CJ5, then

inf sup i log j z I

"cAW) ZED

Re g(z)1 :c:; 1m(D).

(Actually equality holds but we don't need this fact.)

Proof Let LI {z: r < j z i < I}, where m(D) log(!/r), and let rp be a
conformal mapping of LI onto D. Then rp extends to be a homeomorphism of
Lf onto D. It follows that

inf sup I log I z I
"EAI.5) ZED

Re g(z)j inf sup [log I rpml i Re hml·
!"oA(3) sELl

Now since (f! is one to one and 0 is in the bounded component of CJ5 it

follows that

g;(z) z' exp k(z),
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where k is holomorphic in .J and E + l. Since gJ is bounded away from 0
and lies in A(.zr) it follows that k [2 A(.2f). Hence we see that

inf sup I log I <p(':)! I Re h(z)!
11',.-1(3) zed

~.~ inf SUP! log I .: i
!lcA(J)"'d

I
loa I' \

~~~ . log .: I ----j-

Re h(z)1

I I
-log 2 ~ I'

I
2. m(D).

The result we are after is a consequence of the following

THEOREM. Let K C iC be compact and let U, V be components ofiC\K such
that U n V =j.- 0. /f a E U and bE V and if E 0 is given then there is a
rational function f, holomorphic on K, such that

IRef(z) - log I~=-~ II E, for all .: E K.

Proof Using a linear fractional transformation we map a to 0 and b to
w. Then we have the following problem: if U, V are components of iC\.K
such that 0 E U and V is unbounded and U n V , then if E 0 is given
there is a rational function f holomorphic on K, such that

log Z j- Ref(z)i < E, for all .: E K.

Take cx" E U and fJ" E V such that "~n - ;3" I -* O. Let )/n be a simple closed
rectifiable curve in U that contains 0 and "n in its interior, and let Tn be a
simple closed rectifiable curve in V that contains K in its interior and fJ" in
its exterior. Let D" be the ring domain bounded by )/" and Tn . We choose
)/n, Til in such a way that 15"'1 CD" and Dn+1 separates the boundary
curves of D n . If R(K) denotes the space of rational functions with poles ofT K,
then it follows from Runge's Theorem and the lemma that

inf sup I log I Z !

IIcR(K) "cK
Re h(z)

inf sup I Jog I z: -Re g(z)1
ocA(D 1) ZED/!

~m(DfI)'

for every n. So it is sufficient to show that m(Dn ) -+ 0 as 11 ~-+ w. To this end,
let m(D,,) ~ .• 10gO/rn), and LIn {z: rn < I z! < IJ. Since D Il :2 D n+} and
Dn ',l separates the bounding curves of Dn , I :> r nt1 :> rll' Suppose r n .~

1'0 < I as 11 -* w, and denote {z: ro < i z. < I} by Ll o . Let gJ" be a conformal
map of LIn onto Dn , by passing to a subsequence we may assume that {gJnJ

converges uniformly on compact subsets of Ll o to a function gJ which is
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bounded away from O. Fix r, r(l r I, and let yet) rei!, 0 t 27T.
For every 11, rp" 0 y has winding number + I about the origin, hence rp 0 y
has winding number I about the origin. In particular rp is not constant. If
Z E.do then rp(z) lim (p,lz) c: n"l Dn C L. But since (p is not constant it is
an open map and hence rp(.d o) C int L. In particular (I' }' is a curve in the
interior of L that has winding number -I about the origin. However it is
clear from the construction of L that every component of the interior of L
is simply connected. This contradiction shows that m(DrJ ..~ 0 and this
completes the proof of the theorem.
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